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Abstract

Quantitative hydrogeophysical studies rely heavily on petrophysical relation-

ships that link geophysical properties to hydrogeological properties and state

variables. Coupled inversion studies are frequently based on the questionable

assumption that these relationships are perfect (i.e., no scatter). Using synthetic

examples and crosshole ground-penetrating radar (GPR) data from the South

Oyster Bacterial Transport Site in Virginia, USA, we investigate the impact

of spatially-correlated petrophysical uncertainty on inferred posterior porosity

and hydraulic conductivity distributions and on Bayes factors used in Bayesian

model selection. Our study shows that accounting for petrophysical uncertainty

in the inversion (I) decreases bias of the inferred variance of hydrogeological sub-

surface properties, (II) provides more realistic uncertainty assessment and (III)

reduces the overconfidence in the ability of geophysical data to falsify conceptual

hydrogeological models.
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1. Introduction1

A primary goal in hydrogeophysical studies is often to infer quantitative hy-2

drogeological models from geophysical and any available hydrogeological data.3

Unfortunately, petrophysical relationships describing links between geophysical4

properties and hydrogeological parameters and state variables are uncertain and5

the information content of hydrogeophysically-inferred estimates is significantly6

affected by their predictive power. We distinguish here between three types of7

uncertainty in petrophysical (also called rock physics) models: (1) petrophysical8

model uncertainty refers to uncertainty about the most appropriate paramet-9

ric form (e.g., Archie’s law, time propagation model, Wyllie’s formula), (2)10

petrophysical parameter uncertainty relates to uncertainty about the most ap-11

propriate parameter values (e.g., cementation index, saturation exponent), and12

(3) petrophysical prediction uncertainty describes the scatter and bias around13

the calibrated petrophysical model (e.g., dispersion around predictions based on14

Archie’s law). These three types of uncertainty are clearly not independent of15

each other. For instance, petrophysical prediction uncertainty is described by16

the residuals between the actual prediction quantity (e.g., porosity, hydraulic17

conductivity) and the predictions for a given petrophysical model and parameter18

values.19

To date, most focus in hydrogeophysical inversion has been on petrophysical20

parameter uncertainty (e.g., Kowalsky et al. (2005); Lochbühler et al. (2014))21

with the petrophysical parameter values being inferred (deterministically or22

probabilistically) as a part of the inversion process. However, ignoring the other23

two types of uncertainty may lead to biased estimates and unrealistically low24

uncertainty estimates. For instance, Brunetti et al. (2017) suggest that ignor-25

ing petrophysical prediction uncertainty when using Bayesian model selection26

to discriminate among conceptual hydrogeological models will likely lead to over27

confidence in the ability of geophysical data to falsify and discriminate between28

alternative conceptual hydrogeological models (Linde, 2014). Furthermore, it29

also implies that ad hoc data weighting schemes are needed when jointly in-30
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verting geophysical and hydrogeological data (e.g., Lochbühler et al. (2013) in31

which each data type was given an equal weight in the objective function).32

One approach to partly circumvent these issues is to avoid the use of explicit33

petrophysical relationships altogether. For instance, this can be achieved using34

structural approaches to joint inversion (Haber & Oldenburg, 1997). The cross-35

gradient method of Gallardo & Meju (2003) is a widely employed approach to36

penalize structural dissimilarity between any two parameter fields (defined as37

the cross-product of the spatial gradients of two parameter fields). Hydrogeo-38

physical adaptations and applications of this method can be found in Doetsch39

et al. (2010); Linde et al. (2006, 2008); Lochbühler et al. (2013). Unfortunately,40

minimizing the cross-gradient function is an inappropriate approach when both41

hydrogeological properties and state variables vary (e.g., Doetsch et al. (2010);42

Linde et al. (2006)). Among a multitude of cluster-based approaches, we high-43

light the works by Sun & Li (2016, 2017) who develop a multidomain joint44

clustering inversion method that uses the fuzzy c-means clustering technique to45

constrain the statistical behaviour of inverted physical property values in the pa-46

rameter domain. This approach overcomes the problem of determining a priori47

the appropriate petrophysical model as it is allowed to exhibit different forms48

in different regions of the model domain. For time-lapse applications, Vasco49

et al. (2014) circumvent the use of an explicit petrophysical model by relating50

the time at which a significant change in geophysical data occurs to the time of51

a saturation and/or pressure change within a reservoir or aquifer. Alternative52

approaches are presented by Hermans et al. (2016) and Oware et al. (2013).53

They link geophysical properties to hydrogeological parameters by physically-54

based regularization operators or direct multivariate statistical models but, un-55

like other methods, they adopt an explicit petrophysical relationship to create56

a prior set of subsurface model realizations or training images. This is done to57

ensure geologically realistic results.58

Explicit petrophysical relationships can be integrated in hydrogeophysical59

inversions using two types of work flows: two-step (or sequential) inversion60

approaches (Chen et al., 2001; Copty et al., 1993; Doyen, 1988, 2007; Rubin61
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et al., 1992) and coupled inversion approaches (Hinnell et al., 2010; Kowalsky62

et al., 2005).63

The two-step inversion approach consists of two sequential steps: first, the64

geophysical properties (e.g., electrical permittivity) are inferred from geophysi-65

cal data (e.g., first-arrival ground-penetrating radar (GPR) travel times) through66

deterministic or stochastic inversions; second, petrophysical relationships are67

used to classify and map the inferred geophysical properties into probability den-68

sity functions (Mukerji et al., 2001) or deterministic estimates of hydrogeological69

or reservoir properties. This is achieved by different statistical techniques, such70

as, co-kriging, discriminant analysis, neural networks and Bayesian classifica-71

tion/estimation. In reservoir geophysics, the two-step inversion approach has72

been favoured in conjunction with sophisticated statistical rock physics models.73

For instance, Shahraeeni & Curtis (2011); Shahraeeni et al. (2012) use neural74

networks to map inferred seismic wave impedances into posterior distributions75

of porosity, clay content, and water saturation. Grana & Della Rossa (2010);76

Grana et al. (2012) sample the posterior distribution of reservoir properties using77

the Monte Carlo method for a given seismic model. They conceptualize petro-78

physical prediction uncertainty as Gaussian random fields with zero mean and79

a covariance matrix estimated by comparing predictions with well-log data. In80

hydrogeophysics, the Bayesian two-step approaches are also used, for instance,81

by Chen et al. (2001, 2004) to estimate hydraulic conductivity conditioned to82

GPR velocity, GPR attenuation, and seismic velocity tomograms. In hydrogeo-83

physics, the two-step approach has been criticized as it can lead to inconsistent84

estimates (apparent mass loss) and spatially-dependent bias (Day-Lewis et al.,85

2005).86

The coupled inversion approach is often formulated within a Bayesian frame-87

work in which hydrogeological properties are estimated by inversion of geophys-88

ical and, possibly, hydrogeological data. A pioneering work on coupled inversion89

is Bosch (1999) who develops a formal Bayesian procedure, referred to as litho-90

logical tomography or lithological inversion. In this approach, Markov chain91

Monte Carlo (MCMC) is used to integrate geophysical data, geological concepts92
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and uncertain petrophysical relationships. The coupled inversion approach is93

well suited to integrate multiple geophysical datasets and arbitrary petrophysi-94

cal relationships. Also, when confronted with non-linear physics and non-linear95

petrophysical relationships, the coupled inversion approach is preferable to a96

two-step inversion approach (Bosch, 2004). Most hydrogeophysical works based97

on coupled inversion approaches assume that the petrophysical relationship is98

perfect with known or unknown parameter values (Chen et al., 2006; Kowalsky99

et al., 2005; Lochbühler et al., 2015). When petrophysical parameter values100

are unknown, they are inverted for simultaneously with the hydrogeological101

properties of interest. Petrophysical prediction uncertainty has received less102

attention in coupled inversion. In the rare circumstances it is included at all,103

it is commonly conceptualized with a multivariate Gaussian distribution with104

known mean and covariance matrix (Bosch, 2004; Bosch et al., 2009; Bosch,105

2016; Chen & Dickens, 2009). The petrophysical prediction uncertainty is then106

typically sampled using the brute force Monte Carlo method by adding random107

multivariate Gaussian realizations to the petrophysical model outputs at each108

iteration of the MCMC inversion.109

In this study, we address the following research questions using a coupled110

Bayesian hydrogeophysical inversion approach:111

1. How can we efficiently incorporate petrophysical prediction uncertainty in112

MCMC inversions?113

2. What are the consequences of ignoring or making incorrect assumptions on114

petrophysical prediction uncertainty (including its correlation structure) on115

inferred posterior distributions of interest?116

3. Can we reliably infer a geostatistical model of petrophysical prediction un-117

certainty within the inversion?118

4. What are the impacts of petrophysical uncertainty on Bayesian model selec-119

tion results?120

After introducing the theory and method (Section 2), we start out by ex-121

ploring the above-mentioned research questions by means of porosity estima-122
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tion using synthetic crosshole GPR travel time data and an explicit well-known123

petrophysical relationship with known parameters (Section 3). We then present124

a field case-study (Section 4) aiming at hydraulic conductivity estimation from125

GPR travel time and hydraulic conductivity (flowmeter) data measured at the126

South Oyster Bacterial Transport site in Virginia, USA (Chen et al., 2001;127

Hubbard et al., 2001; Scheibe et al., 2011). Here, we solely assume to know the128

parametric form of the petrophysical relationship and we infer for its petrophys-129

ical parameters (i.e., the petrophysical parameter uncertainty is considered in130

addition to petrophysical prediction uncertainty).131

2. Theory and method132

2.1. Bayesian inference and model selection133

We present below a short summary of Bayesian inference and model selec-134

tion.135

Given n measurements, Ỹ = {ỹ1, . . . , ỹn}, and a d-dimensional vector of136

model parameters, θ = {θ1, . . . , θd}, Bayes’ theorem defines the posterior prob-137

ability density function (pdf) of the model parameters, p(θ|Ỹ), as138

p(θ|Ỹ) =
p(θ)L(θ|Ỹ)

p(Ỹ)
. (1)

The posterior pdf describes the state of knowledge about the model parameters139

given the observed data and prior knowledge. The prior pdf, p(θ), quantifies the140

initial state of knowledge about the model parameters before considering the141

observed data. We consider a likelihood function, L(θ|Ỹ), that is Gaussian in142

shape by imposing uncorrelated and normally distributed measurement errors143

with constant standard deviation, σỸ,144

L(θ|Ỹ) =
(√

2πσ2
Ỹ

)−n
exp

[
−1

2

n∑
h=1

(
Fh(θ)− ỹh

σỸ

)2
]
. (2)

The larger the likelihood, the lower is the data misfit between the simulated145

forward responses, F(θ), and the data, Ỹ. The evidence, p(Ỹ), evaluates the146

support provided by the observed data to a given model parametrization and147
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prior pdf (conceptual model), η, and it is defined as the (multidimensional)148

integral of the likelihood function over the prior distribution,149

p(Ỹ|η) =

∫
L(θ, η|Ỹ)p(θ|η)dθ. (3)

Computing the evidence is challenging as, in general, the integral in Eq. (3) can150

not be evaluated analytically and it must be approximated by numerical means.151

The evidence is used to calculate Bayes factors and is, thus, the cornerstone152

of Bayesian model selection (Kass & Raftery, 1995). Bayesian model selection153

(Jeffreys, 1935, 1939) aims at determining the competing conceptual model that154

is the most supported by the observed data while honouring the principle of155

Occam’s razor. This implies that if multiple conceptual models fit the data156

nearly equally well, then the simplest model (e.g., with the least number of157

unknown parameters or the smallest prior parameter ranges) is favoured over158

more complex ones (Gull, 1988; Jeffreys, 1939; Jefferys & Berger, 1992; MacKay,159

1992). Conceptual models could refer to different spatial parametrizations of160

the subsurface (e.g., multi-Gaussian fields with isotropy or vertical anisotropy)161

or alternative petrophysical relationships. Bayes factors are simply the ratio of162

the evidences of two competing conceptual models, η1 and η2. For instance, the163

Bayes factor of η1 with respect to η2, or B(η1,η2), is defined as164

B(η1,η2) =
p(Ỹ|η1)

p(Ỹ|η2)
. (4)

Subsurface conceptual models with large Bayes factors are preferred statistically165

and the conceptual model with the largest evidence is the one that best honours166

the data on average over the prior pdf. This implies that there is no guarantee167

that the ”correct” conceptual model will be favoured if a simpler model allows168

for similar degrees of data misfit.169

In this work, we perform coupled Bayesian hydrogeophysical inversion based170

on MCMC sampling (Robert & Casella, 2013) using the DREAM(ZS) algo-171

rithm (Laloy & Vrugt, 2012; Vrugt, 2016) to estimate p(θ|Ỹ). This multi-chain172

method creates symmetric model proposals from an historical archive of past173
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states and automatically tunes the scales and orientation of the proposal distri-174

bution on the fly to the target posterior distribution. Each proposal is accepted175

or rejected based on the Metropolis acceptance ratio (Hastings, 1970; Metropolis176

et al., 1953). If the proposal is accepted, the chain moves to the new location,177

otherwise the chain remains at its current location. Acceptance ratios between178

15% - 40% usually indicate good performance of the MCMC simulation (Gelman179

et al., 1996). The convergence to the target posterior distribution is monitored180

with the analysis of variance by Gelman & Rubin (1992). Approximate conver-181

gence is declared when the variance between the different chains is lower than182

the variance within each single chain (Gilks et al., 1995).183

For purposes of Bayesian model selection, we estimate the evidence with the184

Gaussian mixture importance sampling approach recently developed by Volpi185

et al. (2017). This approach allows for four different sampling methods: re-186

ciprocal importance sampling, importance sampling and bridge sampling with187

geometric and optimal bridge. Following Brunetti et al. (2017), we rely on im-188

portance sampling from a Gaussian mixture model that is fitted to the estimated189

posterior probability density function.190

2.2. MC and MCMC sampling of petrophysical prediction uncertainty191

As mentioned in Section 1, in the rare cases when petrophysical prediction192

uncertainty is included in coupled inversion, it is sampled through the brute193

force Monte Carlo (MC) method (Hammersley & Handscomb, 1964) while the194

inference of model parameters of interest is achieved through MCMC. This195

method draws independent samples from the (multivariate) prior distribution of196

petrophysical prediction uncertainty and we refer to it as MC-within-MCMC. In197

Section 3.1, we will demonstrate that the MC-within-MCMC method turns out198

to be very inefficient because of acceptance rates that are prohibitively low. As199

an alternative, we make use of the DREAM(ZS) proposal mechanism (see details200

in Laloy & Vrugt (2012); Vrugt (2016)) to infer the petrophysical prediction201

uncertainty together with the other parameters by MCMC (full MCMC). In202

essence, this implies that petrophysical prediction uncertainty is parameterized203
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and treated in the same way as the other unknowns that are inferred in the204

MCMC inversion. Both the MC-within-MCMC and the full MCMC approaches205

should converge to the same result. An alternative to such explicit treatments of206

petrophysical prediction uncertainty as ”nuisance” parameters is to incorporate207

their effects in the likelihood function. However, efficient and theoretically-208

consistent ways to achieve this for non-linear problems remains an open research209

question (see Section 5.2 in Linde et al. (2017)).210

2.3. Petrophysical relationships and geophysical forward model211

We consider synthetic test cases for known and theoretically-based petro-212

physical relationships for which petrophysical prediction uncertainty is compar-213

atively low. For the field study, we consider an unknown, empirically-based and214

comparatively weak petrophysical relationship. The synthetic example concerns215

predictions of the porosity field and the field study aims at predicting hydraulic216

conductivity. These two types of problems were chosen to span typical applica-217

tions, as well as different strengths and types of petrophysical relationships.218

The synthetic examples (Section 3) used in this study rely on the following219

petrophysical relationship to link GPR velocities, v [m/s], to porosities, Φ [-]:220

v =
√

Φmc−2[εw + (Φ−m − 1)εs]
−1
, (5)

where εw = 81 [-] and c = 3 ·108 [m/s] are the relative permittivity of water and221

the speed of light in vacuum, respectively. We assume the relative permittivity222

of the mineral grains, εs [-], equal to 5 and the cementation index, m [-], equal223

to 1.5. In order to incorporate the petrophysical prediction uncertainty, Eq.224

(5) is computed in three steps. The effective relative permittivities, ε, are first225

found for a given porosity model (Pride, 1994):226

Step 1 : ε = εs + Φmεw −Φmεs, (6)

then the petrophysical prediction errors, ∆p, describing the residual for each227

model cell are added228

Step 2 : ε′ = ε + ∆p, (7)
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and the corresponding GPR velocities are derived229

Step 3 : v =
√
c−2ε′

−1
. (8)

In the context of the field study (Section 4) at the South Oyster Bacterial230

Transport Site, we compare linear and quadratic petrophysical relationships231

to link the GPR velocities, v [m/s], to the natural logarithm of the hydraulic232

conductivities, K = log K [log(m/h)]:233

Step 1 : v′ = a0 + a1K (9)

or234

235 Step 1 : v′ = a0 + a1K + a2K2 (10)

where a0, a1 and a2 are the polynomial coefficients. We then add ∆p:236

Step 2 : v = v′ + ∆p. (11)

Chen et al. (2001) and Hubbard et al. (2001) demonstrate at the South237

Oyster Bacterial Transport Site that the GPR velocities inferred by linear to-238

mographic inversion are correlated to the logarithm of hydraulic conductivities239

with a correlation coefficient of 0.68. This suggests that the true underlying240

correlation is equal or stronger than this value. However, we stress that any241

relationship between GPR velocity and hydraulic conductivity is site-specific242

and typically weak.243

The spatial model domain of interest covers an area of 7.2 m × 7.2 m below244

the ground surface. We consider multi-Gaussian models of porosity, hydraulic245

conductivity and petrophysical prediction uncertainty over a regular 2D grid246

of size 180 × 180. We use the non-linear 2D traveltime solver (time 2d) of247

Podvin & Lecomte (1991) to compute first-arrival travel times from velocity248

fields obtained by applying the petrophysical relationships of Eqs. (5), (8) and249

(9)-(11) to each porosity or hydraulic conductivity field.250

2.4. Model parameterisation251

We generally describe the petrophysical prediction uncertainty, ∆p, the252

porosity, Φ, and the log-hydraulic conductivity, K, fields as multi-Gaussian ran-253
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dom fields. The only exception is the illustrative synthetic example of Section254

3.1, in which the Φ and ∆p fields correspond to independent horizontal layers.255

We parameterise our multi-Gaussian fields using the method by Laloy et al.256

(2015). This method generates stationary multi-Gaussian fields by employing257

circulant embedding of the covariance matrix. To decrease the number of un-258

knowns inferred during the inversion process, the dimensionality is reduced by259

resampling two low-dimensional vectors of standard normal random numbers to260

the original size of the model using the one-dimensional Fast Fourier Transform261

interpolation. We refer to Laloy et al. (2015) for more details. In our case, we262

generate each vector with 50 dimensionality reduction (DR) variables (i.e., 100263

instead of 32400 unknowns), which substantially decrease the MCMC compu-264

tational cost. The multi-Gaussian model is described by the Matérn variogram265

model and associated geostatistical parameters, including the mean and the266

variance, the integral scale along the major axis of anisotropy, I, the anisotropy267

angle, ϕ, the ratio of the integral scales along the minor and major axis of268

anisotropy, R, and the shape parameter of the Matérn variogram model, ν. We269

jointly infer the geostatistical parameters and the DR variables describing the270

hydrogeological properties (i.e., porosity or hydraulic conductivity) with the cor-271

responding parameters and variables characterising the petrophysical prediction272

uncertainty.273

3. Synthetic examples274

3.1. Toy example: MC-within-MCMC versus full MCMC sampling275

Historically (see Section 2.2), petrophysical prediction uncertainty has been276

addressed by drawing independent proposals of ∆p from the prior while pa-277

rameters of interest have been inferred by MCMC (MC-within-MCMC). As278

an alternative, petrophysical prediction uncertainty is here parameterized and279

inferred as any other parameter in the MCMC inversion (full MCMC). We280

consider a toy example to demonstrate the advantage of using an appropriate281

model proposal distribution to infer the petrophysical prediction uncertainty282
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(full MCMC) when considering moderately large or large data sets with high283

signal-to-noise-ratios. The set-up of this simple synthetic example consists of284

10 GPR transmitters and 10 receivers placed at uniform depth intervals on the285

right and left side of the model domain, respectively (Fig. 1a). Considering all286

possible transmitter-receiver pairs yields 100 first-arrival travel time data. The287

true porosity field is characterized by four layers of equal thickness with values of288

0.3, 0.45, 0.35 and 0.4 starting from the ground surface (Fig. 1a). We consider289

synthetic travel time data that are contaminated with uncorrelated and nor-290

mally distributed measurement errors with standard deviation, σỸ, equal to 0.5291

ns (i.e., typical of crosshole GPR) and 2 ns, respectively. We consider a uniform292

prior distribution of porosity in the range [0.25,0.50] and the prior distribution293

of the petrophysical prediction uncertainty, ∆p, is Gaussian with zero-mean294

and standard deviation of 0.8, chosen according to the experimental study of295

Roth et al. (1990). The ∆p values are added following Eq. 7 and integrated296

in the inversion with the MC-within-MCMC and the full MCMC methods (see297

Section 2.2). The latter draws the parameters from the DREAM(ZS) proposal298

distribution that gradually update ∆p.299

We obtain appropriate acceptance rates of 20% (with σỸ = 0.5 ns) and 22%300

(with σỸ = 2.0 ns) when considering full MCMC (Table 1). For MC-within-301

MCMC, the acceptance ratio is 0.002% when σỸ = 0.5 ns and 0.31% when σỸ302

= 2.0 ns. Convergence to the target distribution is consequently much faster303

for full MCMC than for MC-within-MCMC, especially when σỸ = 0.5 ns (i.e.,304

5 · 103 forward simulations needed instead of 9.5 · 106, Table 1). That is, the305

MCMC-derived method allows for an almost 2000-fold decrease in sampling306

time with respect to the MC-within-MCMC method. This ratio grows further307

when using smaller σỸ and more data.308

For the case of σỸ = 0.5 ns, we compare the posterior mean porosity fields309

and associated standard deviations obtained when ignoring ∆p (Fig. 1b and310

1e), when using the full MCMC (Fig. 1c and 1f) and the MC-within-MCMC311

estimated ∆p (Fig. 1d and 1g). The posterior mean porosity fields obtained312

in the three cases (Fig. 1b-d) are very similar and agree very well with the313
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Table 1: First column, method used to sample ∆p; second column, standard deviation of

the measurement errors used to contaminate the data; third column, average acceptance rate;

fourth column, number of iterations needed to reach convergence.

Method σỸ [ns] AR [%] T [-]

Full MCMC
0.5 20.1 5.0 · 103

2.0 21.9 4.0 · 103

MC-within-MCMC
0.5 0.002 9.5 · 106

2.0 0.31 9.6 · 104

true porosity field shown in Fig. 1a. The incorporation of the petrophysical314

prediction uncertainty results in a standard deviation (Fig. 1f-g) that is ten315

times higher than for the case without petrophysical prediction uncertainty (Fig.316

1e). These results suggest that petrophysical prediction uncertainty has a strong317

effect on the inferred model uncertainty and that the full MCMC approach is318

much more efficient than MC-within-MCMC. In the following, we will only319

present results obtained by the full MCMC approach and recommend it over320

MC-within-MCMC.321
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Figure 1: (a) The ”true” subsurface porosity model used in our toy example with the different

measurement depths of the GPR transmitters (black crosses) and receivers (black circles)

indicated. Mean porosity fields of the posterior distribution derived from MCMC simulation

with the DREAM(ZS) algorithm using a conceptual model with four layers in the case where

(b) the petrophysical prediction uncertainty is not taken into account, (c) the petrophysical

prediction uncertainty is sampled by MCMC and (d) the petrophysical prediction uncertainty

is sampled by MC-within-MCMC. The corresponding posterior standard deviations of the

porosity estimates are shown in (e), (f) and (g), respectively. All these plots were obtained

with σ
Ỹ

= 0.5 ns323

.324

3.2. The forward problem: impact of petrophysical prediction uncertainty325

For a given study area, geological facies and properties change in space (e.g.,326

porosity, specific surface area, tortuosity) such that the optimal parameters de-327

scribing any petrophysical relationship are likely to vary in space. This implies328

that, when relying on the common assumption of a stationary petrophysical329

relationship (i.e., the parameter values are the same everywhere), the petro-330
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physical prediction uncertainty is likely to have a spatially-correlated structure331

at a scale similar to the geological variability.332

In this section, we investigate the impact of spatially-correlated petrophys-333

ical prediction uncertainty on data residuals by considering forward responses334

obtained with and without spatially-correlated petrophysical errors. In this sec-335

tion, we do not perform any inversion, but simply demonstrate the impact of336

the correlation scale of petrophysical prediction uncertainty. We consider 841337

synthetic crosshole GPR travel times that are related to the porosity field in338

Fig. 2a. The porosity field is described by a multi-Gaussian field with horizontal339

anisotropy with: ϕ = 90◦, mean, Φ = 0.39, variance, σ2
Φ = 2 · 10−4, integral340

scale, IΦ = 1.5 m, integral scales ratio, RΦ = 0.13 and the shape parameter,341

νΦ = 0.5 that corresponds to an exponential variogram. In the absence of any342

petrophysical prediction uncertainty, we obtain the velocity field by applying343

Eq. 5 with known petrophysical parameters. After calculating the correspond-344

ing forward response (Section 2.3), we add uncorrelated Gaussian observational345

noise with σỸ = 0.5 ns, which leads to a root mean square error (RMSE) of 0.5346

ns. For the case of uncorrelated petrophysical prediction errors, we apply Eq.347

(6), (7) and (8) and draw ∆p realizations from an uncorrelated Gaussian distri-348

bution with σ∆p = 0.8. On the resulting simulated travel time data, we add the349

same observational noise realization. This yields a RMSE of 0.64 ns (Fig. 2b);350

a comparatively small increase in RMSE compared with the previous case. We351

then describe the petrophysical prediction uncertainty with zero-mean isotropic352

(R∆p = 1) multi-Gaussian models with σ∆p = 0.8 and ν∆p = 0.5. To assess the353

impact of the spatial correlation of the petrophysical prediction uncertainty, we354

draw ∆p realizations for isotropic multi-Gaussian distributions with increasing355

integral scales. For the corresponding forward responses, we observe a sharp356

increase of RMSE with increasing integral scales (Fig. 2b). For example, it is357

higher than 1.20 ns for an integral scale of 1.5 m. The RMSE reaches a plateau358

slightly above 1.36 ns when the integral scale approaches the size of the model359

domain (7.2 m). These results suggests that uncorrelated petrophysical predic-360

tion uncertainty (i.e., described by a nugget model) will have a relatively weak361
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impact on inversion results when considering finely-discretized models. How-362

ever, we suspect petrophysical prediction uncertainty to be spatially-correlated363

and this correlation increase the effect on the observed data. If these effects are364

ignored in the inversion, one would expect negative impacts on the inversion365

results. This is studied in the following section.366
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Figure 2: (a) The true porosity model used in our synthetic examples. The 29 GPR transmit-

ter (black crosses) and 29 receiver (black circles) locations are indicated. (b) Root mean square

error (RMSE) of GPR travel time data as a consequence of observational errors and petro-

physical prediction uncertainty with increasing correlation. In the absence of petrophysical

prediction uncertainty, the RMSE is 0.5 ns.368

3.3. The inverse problem: impact of assumptions on petrophysical prediction369

uncertainty370

In this section, we investigate the consequences of making incorrect assump-371

tions about petrophysical prediction uncertainty when inferring posterior dis-372

tributions and Bayesian model selection. We consider the same ”true” porosity373

field (Fig. 2a) as in Section 3.2 and 841 first-arrival GPR travel time data374

contaminated with uncorrelated and normally-distributed measurement errors375

with standard deviation, σỸ = 0.5 ns. In the MCMC inversions, we infer multi-376

Gaussian porosity fields with horizontal anisotropy and DRΦ, Φ, σ2
Φ being377

”unknown” parameters drawn from the associated prior distributions listed in378

Table 2, while all the other geostatistical parameters affecting the porosity struc-379

ture are kept fixed. The petrophysical prediction uncertainty (if considered) is380

described as a zero-mean multi-Gaussian field with horizontal anisotropy and381
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known geostatistical parameters (i.e., only DR∆p variables are inferred in the382

inversion, see Table 2). As before, the standard deviation, σ∆p, was set equal to383

0.8 according to the experimental study of Roth et al. (1990). The addition of384

DR∆p leads to a decrease in the magnitude of the correlation coefficient (from385

-1 to -0.81) between the ”true” porosity and the ”true” GPR velocity values.386

Table 2: Geostatistical parameters of the multi-Gaussian models subject to inference (first

column), their respective units (second column), range (third column), prior distribution

(fourth column), and number (last column). Dimensionality reduction variables, DRΦ, mean,

Φ, and variance, σ2
Φ, of the porosity field; dimensionality reduction variables, DR∆p, of the

petrophysical prediction errors.

Parameter Units Prior range Prior No.

DRΦ - - Normal 100

Φ - [0.3, 0.5] Uniform 1

σ2
Φ - [10−4, 2.5 · 10−3] Log-uniform 1

DR∆p - - Normal 100

We consider four cases: ∆p is not present in the data (i.e., it is not used387

to generate the synthetic data) and it is not inferred in the MCMC inversion388

(Case 1); ∆p is inferred but it is not present in the data used for inversion389

(Case 2); ∆p is present in the data, but not inferred (Case 3); ∆p is present390

in the data and inferred (Case 4). Cases 1 and 4 represent situations where391

the assumptions are consistent with the ”field” situation, while Cases 2 and 3392

are based on inconsistent assumptions. We suggest that Case 3 represent the393

most common situation in the hydrogeophysics literature (i.e., petrophysical394

prediction uncertainty exists, but it is ignored).395

All cases considered provide accurate estimates of the mean porosity (Fig.396

3a), but only the consistent cases (Case 1 and 4) give significant probability to397

the actual variance (i.e., sill) describing the porosity field (Fig. 3b), with (as398

expected) Case 4 providing less precise estimates (i.e., parameter uncertainty399

is higher). For the inconsistent cases, we find for Case 2 that the standard400

deviation of the porosity field is greatly underestimated, while it is overestimated401
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in Case 3 (Fig. 3b).402
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Figure 3: (a) Posterior distributions of the inferred mean of the porosity field. (b) Posterior

distributions of the inferred variance (i.e., sill) of the porosity field. The vertical blue lines

depict the values of the true model. The posterior distributions are derived from MCMC

simulation with the DREAM(ZS) algorithm using 8 chains with 2.5·105 iterations.404

We now consider the resulting mean porosity fields and the standard devi-405

ations for the consistent cases. For Case 1, we find a mean porosity field (Fig.406

4a) that is very close to the true field (Fig. 2a). The standard deviation is low407

(Fig. 4e), the scatter between the mean model and the true model follows the408

1:1 trend line (Fig. 4i) and the correlation coefficient is high (0.9). For Case409

4, we find a slightly less precise mean model (Fig. 4d), which is reflected in410

the standard deviation being twice as large (Fig. 4h). Nevertheless, the corre-411

sponding scatter plot (Fig. 4l) indicates that there is no bias (the scatter falls412

on the 1:1 trend line) and the correlation coefficient is 0.75.413

We now turn our attention to the inconsistent cases. When considering Case414

2, we find a less variable mean field (Fig. 4b) and standard deviations that are415
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in-between the two consistent cases (Fig. 4f). The correlation coefficient is high416

(0.88), but the estimates are biased as they do not follow the 1:1 trend line (Fig.417

4j). For Case 3, we find an overly variable mean field (Fig. 4c), rather small418

standard deviations (Fig. 4g) and a moderate correlation coefficient (0.75) with419

a scatter plot above the 1:1 trend line (Fig. 4k). These results suggest different420

outcomes. First, including a known petrophysical prediction uncertainty in the421

inversion leads to consistent estimates, but a wider posterior distribution than422

if petrophysical prediction uncertainty is absent. Second, the correlation coeffi-423

cient with the true model is mainly determined by the petrophysical prediction424

uncertainty. Third, the estimated petrophysical prediction uncertainty (that425

does not exist) in Case 2 accounts for some of the variability due to porosity426

variations, which leads to a too smooth mean porosity field. Lastly, ignoring427

actual petrophysical prediction uncertainty in the inversion process (Case 3;428

the common case) leads to overly variable fields in order to accommodate data429

variability caused by both porosity variations and petrophysical prediction un-430

certainty. From these first inversion examples, we conclude that ignoring petro-431

physical prediction uncertainty leads to overly confident parameter inference432

and that some of the estimated parameters might be biased.433
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434

Figure 4: (a-d) Mean porosity fields of the posterior distribution derived from MCMC sim-

ulation with the DREAM(ZS) algorithm using 8 chains with 2.5·105 iterations for Cases 1-4,

respectively. The corresponding posterior standard deviations of the porosity estimates for

the four different cases are shown in (e-h), respectively. From (j) to (l), scatter plots of the

”true” porosity values versus the mean posterior porosity estimates obtained in the four cases.

In each plot, from (j) to (l), the Pearson correlation coefficients, r, are reported and the red

lines depict the theoretical 1:1 trend line (i.e., Pearson correlation coefficient equal to 1).435

We now focus our attention on Bayesian model selection. For each of the436

four cases, we also use the data to infer porosity fields assuming (erroneously)437

a multi-Gaussian conceptual model with isotropy or vertical anisotropy. We438

compute the evidence for each of these conceptual models (the case of the true439

horizontal anisotropy and the incorrect cases of isotropy and vertical anisotropy)440

by approximating the integral in Eq. (3) with the Gaussian mixture importance441

sampling estimator (Section 2.1). For each case, we use a total of 105 importance442

samples and repeat the evidence computation 10 times. The mean evidences443
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and associated ranges are presented in Fig. 5.444

We find that the ranking of the different conceptual models is the same for all445

cases. As expected, the multi-Gaussian model with horizontal anisotropy (true446

conceptual model) has the largest evidence followed by the isotropic model (Fig.447

5a). The evidence values are the largest when no petrophysical prediction un-448

certainty is present in the data or in the inversion (Case 1, Fig. 5a). When we449

include ∆p in the inversion, the evidence estimates (Case 2, Fig. 5a) decrease450

drastically with respect to Case 1. For instance, we find a 29 orders of mag-451

nitude decrease of the evidence estimates for the best model (multi-Gaussian452

model with horizontal anisotropy). When petrophysical prediction uncertainty453

is absent in the data (Cases 1 and 2), we find thus that Bayesian model selection454

clearly indicates that the conceptual model with horizontal anisotropy and no455

petrophysical prediction uncertainty is superior (the consistent case). Note that456

this is the case despite the fact that we find the highest log-likelihoods for Case457

2 (black dotted lines in Fig. 5b-d). The addition of 100 ”unnecessary” degrees458

of freedom in Case 2 leads to a much decreased ability to differentiate among the459

different geostatistical models. The error bars of the evidence estimates overlap460

for Case 2 and the Bayes factors (Table 3) are much smaller than for Case 1,461

which imply that it is much more difficult to judge which geostatistical model462

is preferred statistically.463

We have seen above that the Bayesian model selection clearly favours the464

consistent Case 1 when comparing Cases 1 and 2. Unfortunately, this is not465

the case when comparing Cases 3 and 4. The consistent Case 4 (petrophysical466

prediction error in data and model parameterization) has a much lower evidence467

(Fig. 5a) for the multi-Gaussian model with horizontal anisotropy and much468

lower Bayes factors (Table 3) than the inconsistent Case 3 (petrophysical pre-469

diction errors in the data only). The reason for this is that Case 3 has similar470

log-likelihoods (i.e., data misfit) as Case 4 (Fig. 5b), but half as many model471

parameters. The ability to fit the data so well with this inconsistent model472

is probably a consequence of the petrophysical prediction uncertainty having473

the same geostatistical model as the porosity field. This implies that formal474
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Bayesian model selection will favour a lower-dimensional model parameteriza-475

tion that fits the data well, regardless of if it is the ”correct” model or not. This476

is a characteristic of Bayesian model selection (e.g., Schöniger et al. (2015b)).477

Additional tests were performed (not shown) with conditioning to 17 porosity478

values along each borehole. This decreased the evidence for Case 3 somewhat479

and increased it for Case 4. However, Case 3 was still strongly favoured when480

calculating the corresponding Bayes factor.481
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Figure 5: (a) Mean values of the evidence in log10 space, P(Ỹ), and corresponding uncer-

tainty (error bars) derived from the Gaussian mixture importance sampling method for the

multi-Gaussian conceptual models with horizontal anisotropy (squares), isotropy (circles) and

vertical anisotropy (triangles). Posterior distribution of the log-likelihood, L(θ|Ỹ), for the

multi-Gaussian model with (b) horizontal anisotropy, (c) isotropy and (d) vertical anisotropy

in Case 1 (black solid line), Case 2 (black dotted line), Case 3 (red dotted line) and Case 4

(red solid line).483
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Table 3: Bayes factors in log10 space of the best conceptual model, MGha, (horizontal

anisotropy) with respect to the isotropic one, MGis, (first column) and to the vertically

anisotropic one, MGva (last column).

Cases log10B(MGha,MGis) log10B(MGha,MGva)

Case 1 18.36 29.09

Case 2 0.58 1.94

Case 3 35.65 78.38

Case 4 10.19 15.37

3.4. Inference of petrophysical prediction uncertainty484

We have shown (Section 3.3) that ignoring petrophysical prediction uncer-485

tainty in MCMC inversions leads to over confident parameter estimates and486

biased estimates of geostatistical properties (e.g., the sill). In practical field sit-487

uations, it is difficult to determine a priori the appropriate geostatistical model488

that governs petrophysical prediction uncertainty. In this section, we explore to489

which extent it is possible to infer for both ∆p and its underlying geostatistical490

model. We consider the same overall setting as in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 and491

the same ”true” porosity field (Fig. 2a). Here, the true petrophysical predic-492

tion uncertainty is a zero-mean isotropic multi-Gaussian field with σ∆p = 0.8,493

I∆p=0.8 m, R∆p=1, and ν∆p=0.5. We then infer for the mean and variance of494

the porosity field and for all the geostatistical parameters of ∆p described above495

and the corresponding DR∆p variables. The corresponding prior distributions496

of these ”unknown” parameters are listed in Tables 2 and 4. The petrophysi-497

cal relationship used is Eq. (5) and the petrophysical prediction uncertainty is498

accounted for following Eq. (7).499

The inferred posterior distributions of the mean (Fig. 6a) and variance (Fig.500

6b) of the porosity field are in general quite well recovered, even if they show501

a slight tendency to underestimate the true values. Overall, the geostatistical502

properties of the reference petrophysical prediction uncertainty field are cap-503

tured in the sense that the corresponding ”true” values are included in the504
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Table 4: Geostatistical parameters of the multi-Gaussian model of the petrophysical prediction

uncertainty subject to inference (first column), their respective units (second column), range

(third column), prior distribution (fourth column), and number (last column). Standard

deviation, σ∆p, integral scale along the major axis of anisotropy, I∆p, anisotropy angle, ϕ∆p,

ratio of the integral scales, R∆p, and shape parameter of the Matérn variogram, ν∆p, of the

petrophysical prediction uncertainty field.

Parameter Units Prior range Prior No.

σ∆p - [0.2, 3.6] Log-uniform 1

I∆p m [0.6, 3] Uniform 1

ϕ∆p
◦ [0, 180] Uniform 1

R∆p - [0.05, 1] Uniform 1

ν∆p - [0.1, 5] Log-uniform 1

posterior distributions (Fig. 6c-g). However, some of the parameters are poorly505

recovered. For instance, the inferred standard deviation of ∆p is centered on506

the value of 1 instead of 0.8 (Fig. 6c) and the inferred shape parameter of the507

Matérn variogram peaks on a value that is half of the corresponding ”true” value508

(Fig. 6g). The anisotropy angle is poorly estimated, which is a consequence of509

the ”true” ∆p field being isotropic (Fig. 6e). The integral scale along the major510

axis of anisotropy and the ratio of the integral scales peak on the ”true” values,511

but their posterior distributions are relatively wide (Fig. 6d and 6f).512
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Figure 6: Posterior distributions (black lines) derived from MCMC simulation with the

DREAM(ZS) algorithm using 8 chains with 2.5·105 iterations of the (a) inferred mean, Φ,

and (b) variance, σ2
Φ, of the porosity field and of the geostatistical parameters of the petro-

physical prediction uncertainty field: (c) standard deviation, σ∆p, (d) integral scale along the

major axis of anisotropy, I∆p, (e) anisotropy angle, ϕ∆p, (f) ratio of the integral scales along

the minor and major axis of anisotropy, R∆p, and (g) shape parameter of the Matérn vari-

ogram, ν∆p. The red and blue lines depict the corresponding prior distributions and values

of the reference field, respectively. The densities in each plot are normalized.514

The dominant structures in the reference porosity field (Fig. 7a), such as515

the low-porosity zones at a depth of 0.5 m, 4 m and 6 m, are well represented by516

the posterior mean porosity field (Fig. 7b). The posterior standard deviations517
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on the inferred porosity field span a range between 0.6% and 1% (Fig. 7c). We518

find that the inferred mean petrophysical prediction uncertainty field (Fig. 7d)519

and the ”true” field (Fig. 7e) have a rather low correlation coefficient (0.55).520

The posterior standard deviations of ∆p span a range between 0.6 and 1 (Fig.521

7f). These large uncertainties are also reflected in the ∆p posterior realizations522

(Fig. 8) that appear to be rather isotropic but with integral scales that vary523

significantly. Overall, the structural features of the GPR velocity field are well524

inferred even if their values span a wider range than the reference field (Fig.525

7g-h). In particular, the high-velocity zone in the bottom right corner of the526

model domain are enhanced and characterized by large uncertainties (Fig. 7i).527
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Figure 7: (a) The ”true” subsurface porosity model used in our synthetic example; (b) mean

porosity field of the posterior distribution derived from MCMC simulation and the corre-

sponding (c) standard deviations. (d) The ”true” petrophysical prediction uncertainty model;

(e) mean petrophysical prediction uncertainty field of the posterior distribution derived from

MCMC simulation and the corresponding (f) standard deviations. (g) The ”true” GPR veloc-

ity model; (h) mean velocity field of the posterior distribution derived from MCMC simulation

and the corresponding (i) standard deviations. The mean fields are obtained from MCMC

simulation with the DREAM(ZS) algorithm using 8 chains with 2.5·105 iterations.529
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Figure 8: Nine realizations of the petrophysical prediction uncertainty field drawn randomly

from the posterior distribution obtained from MCMC simulation with the DREAM(ZS) al-

gorithm using 8 chains with 2.5·105 iterations. The petrophysical prediction uncertainty is

conceptualized by a multi-Gaussian field with isotropy.531

We performed also a test with the petrophysical prediction uncertainty field532

conceptualized by a multi-Gaussian field with anisotropy at 45◦ (not shown).533

For this case, we find a significant improvement in the ability to infer for the534

standard deviation, angle of anisotropy and the shape parameter of ∆p. These535

results suggest that ∆p is best resolved when its geostatistical properties are536

markedly different from the underlying porosity field. However, Bayesian model537

selection between the two conceptual models that include and not include ∆p in538
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the inversion still favours the case in which petrophysical prediction uncertainty539

errors are ignored (not shown).540

4. Field example541

4.1. Field site and available data542

We now focus our attention on field data from the South Oyster Bacte-543

rial Transport Site in Virginia, USA (Hubbard et al., 2001). In Section 3, we544

considered a well known and strong petrophysical relationship, while here we545

consider a case of an unknown and only moderately strong petrophysical rela-546

tionship. A PulseEKKO 100 GPR system with a 100-MHz nominal-frequency547

antenna was used and we consider 841 crosshole GPR first-arrival travel time548

data between 29 transmitter and 29 receiver locations in boreholes S14 and M3,549

respectively. A total of 95 hydraulic conductivity estimates along boreholes550

S14, T2 and M13 obtained from an electromagnetic flowmeter were used for551

point conditioning following the methodology outlined by Laloy et al. (2015).552

We use the GPR data to infer the underlying log-hydraulic conductivity field,553

K, assuming a multi-Gaussian model with horizontal anisotropy. Its integral554

scales, the anisotropy angle, and the shape parameter of the Matérn variogram555

are set based on previous investigations at the site (Chen et al., 2001; Hubbard556

et al., 2001). These fixed parameters include, IK = 1.5 m, ϕK = 90◦, RK ≈557

0.13 and νK = 0.5. The dimensionality reduction variables, DRK, the mean,558

K, and standard deviation, σK, of the log-hydraulic conductivity field are sub-559

ject to inference and the corresponding prior ranges are listed in Table 5. The560

prior range on σK is set to include the 0.42 log(m/h) standard deviation of the561

available flowmeter data. The petrophysical prediction uncertainty is described562

by a zero-mean multi-Gaussian field with prior distributions outlined in Table563

5. The upper bound on the prior range of σ∆p is chosen such that the resulting564

correlation coefficient between GPR velocities and log-hydraulic conductivities565

is equal or stronger than 0.68, which corresponds to the value reported by Chen566

et al. (2001) and Hubbard et al. (2001). We also jointly infer the petrophysical567
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parameters a0, a1 and a2 in Eqs. (9)-(10) and the standard deviation of the568

measurement errors, σỸ (Table 5). The overall number of parameters subject569

to inference is 211.570

Table 5: Parameters subject to inference at the South Oyster Bacterial Transport Site (first

column), their respective units (second column), range (third column), prior distribution

(fourth column), and number (last column). Dimensionality reduction variables, DRK, mean,

K, and standard deviation, σK, of the natural log-hydraulic conductivity field; dimensionality

reduction variables, DR∆p, standard deviation, σ∆p, integral scale along the major axis of

anisotropy, I∆p, anisotropy angle, ϕ∆p, ratio of the integral scales, R∆p, and shape parameter

of the Matérn variogram, ν∆p, of the petrophysical prediction uncertainty field; standard

deviation of the measurement errors on the travel time data, σ
Ỹ

, and polynomial coefficients

of the constant, a0, the linear, a1, and quadratic, a2, terms used to describe linear or a

quadratic petrophysical relationships.

Parameter Units Prior range Prior No.

DRK - - Normal 100

K log(m/h) [−2,−1] Uniform 1

σK log(m/h) [0.4, 0.5] Log-uniform 1

DR∆p - - Normal 100

σ∆p m/µs [0, 0.8] Uniform 1

I∆p m [0.6, 3] Uniform 1

ϕ∆p
◦ [0, 180] Uniform 1

R∆p - [0.05, 1] Uniform 1

ν∆p - [0.1, 5] Log-uniform 1

σỸ ns [0.3, 2] Log-uniform 1

a0 m/µs [40, 100] Uniform 1

a1 log(h/m)· m/µs [0, 80] Uniform 1

a2 log(h2/m2)· m/µs [0, 5] Uniform 1

4.2. Results at the South Oyster Bacterial Transport Site571

In Section 3, we considered a synthetic example and a known petrophysical572

relationship. In the present field example, we only assume to know the para-573
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metric form of the petrophysical relationship and we estimate its petrophysical574

parameters. We infer the underlying log-hydraulic conductivity field and com-575

pare the results obtained by assuming three different petrophysical models: a576

perfect linear petrophysical relationship (Eq. (9)) in which the petrophysical577

prediction uncertainty is ignored (Model 1), a linear petrophysical relationship578

with scatter ∆p taken into account by following Eqs. (9) and (11) (Model 2),579

and a quadratic petrophysical relationship with scatter ∆p accounted for as in580

Eqs. (10)-(11) (Model 3).581

After MCMC inversion, we obtain similar posterior distributions of the mean582

log-hydraulic conductivity when using a perfect linear (-1.58 log(m/h)) and a583

scattered linear (-1.57 log(m/h)) petrophysical relationship and a slightly lower584

value (-1.68 log(m/h)) when using a scattered quadratic petrophysical relation-585

ship (Fig. 9a). When ignoring ∆p, the inferred standard deviation of the586

log-hydraulic conductivity field peaks close to the upper bound (black line, Fig.587

9b). When using a scattered linear or quadratic petrophysical relationship, the588

inferred posterior distribution of the standard deviation is truncated on the589

lower bound of the prior range (green and blue lines, Fig. 9b). The highest in-590

ferred standard deviation of the measurement errors, 0.56 ns, is obtained when591

ignoring ∆p in the inversion (black line, Fig. 9c). When considering the scat-592

tered linear or quadratic petrophysical relationship, the corresponding estimates593

are 0.37 ns and 0.36 ns, respectively (Fig. 9c).594

The parameters describing the three petrophysical relationships are well de-595

fined (Fig. 9d-e-f). The inferred standard deviation of the petrophysical pre-596

diction uncertainty peak on the upper bound of the prior range (Fig. 9g). The597

other geostatistical parameters describing the ∆p field have similar posterior598

distributions regardless of if a linear (green lines) or a quadratic (blue lines)599

petrophysical relationship is used (Fig. 9h-k). In particular, we find that the600

petrophysical prediction uncertainty field is characterized by an integral scale601

along the major axis of anisotropy centred around 2.4 m (Fig. 9h), an almost602

horizontal anisotropy (Fig. 9i) and a ratio of the integral scales of 0.30 (Fig.603

9j). The posterior distribution of the Matérn shape parameter is truncated by604
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the upper bound, thereby, suggesting a smooth field (Fig. 9k).605
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Figure 9: Posterior distributions derived from MCMC simulation with the DREAM(ZS) al-

gorithm using 8 chains with 5·105 iterations of the (a) mean, K, and (b) standard deviation,

σK, of the log-hydraulic conductivity field. Posterior distributions of the (c) standard de-

viation of the measurement errors, σ
Ỹ

, and the polynomial coefficients of the (d) constant,

a0, (e) linear, a1 and (f) quadratic, a2, terms describing the petrophysical relationships of

Eqs. (9)-(11). Posterior distributions of the geostatistical parameters of the petrophysical

prediction uncertainty field: (g) standard deviation, σ∆p, (h) integral scale along the major

axis of anisotropy, I∆p, (i) anisotropy angle, ϕ∆p, (j) ratio of the integral scales along the

minor and major axis of anisotropy, R∆p, and (k) shape parameter of the Matérn variogram,

ν∆p. The results for the perfect linear, scattered linear and scattered quadratic petrophysical

relationship are depicted with black, green and blue lines, respectively. The red lines indicate

the corresponding prior distributions. The densities in each plot are normalized.607
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In Fig. 10a-c, we display the mean posterior hydraulic conductivity fields608

in linear scale. The three fields show similar values close to the boreholes609

where flowmeter data are available but, away from these locations, the differ-610

ent petrophysical models lead to different subsurface structures and estimates611

(e.g., within the first meter below the ground surface and between borehole T2612

and M3, Fig. 10a-c). Nevertheless, all the three hydraulic conductivity mean613

models depict a low-hydraulic conductivity zone at a depth of 1-2 m.b.s.l. and614

at 5-6 m.b.s.l. (Fig. 10a-c). When the petrophysical prediction uncertainty is615

ignored, the inferred hydraulic conductivity (Fig. 10a) and GPR velocity (Fig.616

10g) fields are characterized by a high variability. On average, the standard617

deviations of the posterior hydraulic conductivity estimates are higher when618

petrophysical prediction uncertainty is accounted for (Fig. 10d-f).619

We observe similarities between the corresponding posterior GPR mean ve-620

locities (Fig. 10g-i). For instance, they all show a low-velocity zone within621

the first 2 m.b.s.l, at 3 m.b.s.l. and at 5-6 m.b.s.l and a high-velocity zone622

at 4-5 m.b.s.l. As expected, the inferred velocity fields derived from scattered623

petrophysical relationships (Fig. 10h-i) are smoother than the case in which this624

uncertainty is ignored (Fig. 10g). The mean posterior fields of the petrophysical625

prediction uncertainty distributions (Fig. 10k-l) are very similar and correlated626

with the posterior velocity means.627
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Figure 10: Mean of the posterior hydraulic conductivity, K, realizations obtained using a

(a) perfect linear, (b) scattered linear and (c) scattered quadratic petrophysical relationship

with the corresponding (d)-(f) standard deviation of the posterior hydraulic conductivity

estimates, respectively. Mean of the posterior GPR velocity realizations obtained using (g)

perfect linear, (h) scattered linear and (i) scattered quadratic petrophysical relationships.

Mean of the posterior petrophysical prediction uncertainty estimates for the (k) linear and

(l) quadratic petrophysical relationship. The different measurement depths of the flowmeter

data (black points) are indicated for boreholes S14 (on the left), T2 (in the middle) and M3

(on the right). The posterior distributions are computed from MCMC simulation with the

DREAM(ZS) algorithm using 8 chains with 2.5·105 iterations.629

The red lines in Fig. 11a-c depict the inferred mean petrophysical relation-630

ships and the scatter (black dots) around them represents the inferred mean631
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petrophysical prediction uncertainty. The GPR velocity range appears to be632

overestimated whether ∆p is ignored (Fig. 11a) or accounted for together with633

a quadratic petrophysical model (Fig. 11c), while a scattered linear petrophysi-634

cal relationship (Fig. 11b) provides a velocity range in agreement with previous635

studies (Hubbard et al., 2001; Chen et al., 2001; Linde et al., 2008; Linde &636

Vrugt, 2013; Brunetti et al., 2017).637
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Figure 11: Scatter plots of the mean posterior hydraulic conductivity estimates against the

mean posterior GPR velocity estimates assuming a (a) perfect linear, (b) scattered linear and

(c) scattered quadratic petrophysical relationship. The red lines depict the inferred mean

petrophysical relationship, while the scatter represents the inferred mean petrophysical pre-

diction uncertainty.639

We now turn our attention to the Bayesian model selection results. We640

find that Model 2 (scattered linear relationship) has the largest evidence value641

(-260.20 in log10 units ) and Model 1 (∆p are ignored) has the lowest one (-642

361.00) (Fig. 12). The Bayes factor for the ”best” petrophysical model (Model643

2) with respect to Model 1 and Model 3 is 10100.80 and 109.38, respectively.644

These results confirm that the perfect petrophysical model (Model 1) is erro-645

neous. Furthermore, the results suggest that the use of a more complex petro-646

physical relationship is not necessarily favoured. Even if predictions based on647

the quadratic petrophysical model (Model 3) fits the data slightly better than648

the linear petrophysical model (Model 2) (Fig. 9c), the highest evidence is649

found for Model 2. This is a consequence of the trade-off between parsimony650

and goodness of fit typical of the Occam’s razor principle on which Bayesian651
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model selection is based.652
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Figure 12: Mean values of the evidence in log10 space, P(Ỹ), and corresponding uncertainty

(error bars) derived from the Gaussian mixture importance sampling method for (Model 1)

a perfect linear petrophysical relationship as shown in Eq. (9), (Model 2) scattered linear

petrophysical relationship such that ∆p is taken into account as shown in Eqs. (9) and (11),

(Model 3) scattered quadratic petrophysical relationship where ∆p is taken into account as

shown in Eqs. (10)-(11).654

5. Discussion655

Our coupled Bayesian hydrogeophysical inversion approach with explicit in-656

ference of spatially-correlated petrophysical prediction uncertainty leads to less657

bias (e.g., in the inferred variance of the inferred hydrogeological property field),658

more realistic uncertainty quantification and less over confident model selection659

compared to the common choice of ignoring this type of uncertainty. Even if660

our approach to infer petrophysical prediction uncertainty doubles the number661

of parameters in the inversion problem, we observe dramatic gains in sampling662

efficiency compared to MC-within-MCMC (e.g., Bosch (1999, 2016)). Moreover,663

DREAM(ZS) allows for parallel evaluation of the different Markov chains and,664

therefore, enables feasible computational times even in high (e.g., in our case,665

more than 200) model dimensions. Our synthetic and field-based case-studies666

suggest that it is not always possible to independently constrain hydrogeologi-667
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cal and petrophysical properties. This trade-off is particularly acute when the668

petrophysical prediction errors have similar geostatistical properties (e.g., ori-669

entations and integral scales) as the hydrogeological property field of interest670

(Fig. 7). A manifestation of this trade-off is given by the field application at671

the South Oyster Bacterial Transport Site, for which it was necessary to con-672

strain the standard deviation of petrophysical prediction uncertainty and the673

standard deviation of the logarithm of hydraulic conductivity. Without such674

constraints, the inversion yields largely uncorrelated log-hydraulic conductiv-675

ity and GPR velocity fields, results that are inconsistent with previous studies676

(Chen et al., 2001; Hubbard et al., 2001; Linde et al., 2008). This suggests that677

a careful petrophysical analysis involving borehole data or literature reviews678

are needed to define constraining prior information when performing coupled679

hydrogeophysical inversion of field data.680

In a previous study on Bayesian hydrogeophysical inversion model selection681

that ignored petrophysical prediction uncertainty (Brunetti et al., 2017), it was682

found that the typically large data sets encountered in geophysics and the as-683

sumption of small uncorrelated data errors (Gaussian likelihood) lead to very684

strong confidence in the ability of geophysical data to discriminate between al-685

ternative conceptual hydrogeological models. By including spatially-correlated686

petrophysical prediction uncertainty, we find for a synthetic example (Fig. 5)687

that the magnitude of the Bayes factor of the ”best” conceptual model rela-688

tive to the worse one decreases by 63 orders of magnitude. Nevertheless, the689

comparison between Case 3 (petrophysical prediction errors ignored) and Case690

4 (petrophysical prediction errors accounted for) in Fig. 5a and Table 3 still691

indicates high Bayes factors and a practically-speaking unique ability of geo-692

physical data to find the most appropriate conceptual hydrogeological model693

among a set of candidates. In the future, one should also account for the effect694

of modelling errors (i.e., the discrepancy between actual physical responses and695

those simulated with simplified physics; here, a ray-based approximation in the696

present study instead of a full solution of the Maxwell’s equations). A number of697

promising approaches to address modelling errors are available (Brynjarsdóttir698
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& O’Hagan, 2014; Hansen et al., 2014; Xu & Valocchi, 2015). Accounting for699

modelling errors is an essential next step to achieve reliable Bayesian hydrogeo-700

physical model selection; we anticipate that this will further decrease the range701

of Bayes factors.702

Bayesian model selection at the South Oyster Bacterial Transport Site (Sec-703

tion 4) demonstrates clearly that the relationship between log-hydraulic conduc-704

tivity and GPR velocity is not a perfect relationship. That is, the petrophysical705

model with a scattered linear relationship has a much higher evidence than re-706

sults obtained by assuming a perfect linear relationship. However, contrasting707

results were obtained in the synthetic example of Section 3.3 that did not in-708

volve any hydrogeological point measurements. In that case, formal Bayesian709

model selection erroneously favoured a conceptual model that ignored petro-710

physical prediction uncertainty. This happens because this conceptual model711

has fewer parameters and is still able to fit the data well, albeit with a porosity712

model with biased variance. At the South Oyster Bacterial transport Site, we713

condition all model proposals to point data (flowmeter estimates of hydraulic714

conductivity) and it is then not possible to propose a biased model close to the715

boreholes. Hence, the scattered petrophysical relationship is preferred. How-716

ever, even if the inclusion of point conditioning in the synthetic example (not717

shown) decreased the Bayes factor, the model selection still favoured the wrong718

conceptual model. In the synthetic example, we considered boreholes at the left719

and right sides of the model domain, and the relative petrophysical prediction720

uncertainty was much smaller than for the field example. This could explain721

why the inconsistency between point data and GPR data is more evident for722

the field example, which led the Bayesian model selection to favour a model723

with petrophysical prediction uncertainty. These findings suggest that MCMC724

inversion and model selection is not always able to identify the ”right” model725

and that their outputs need to be treated with some caution. The more prior726

information that is available (e.g., on petrophysical prediction uncertainty in727

terms of variance and correlation scale), the more reliable are the results. In-728

deed, Bayesian model selection is built on the principle of Occam’s razor and729
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a problem-specific and conceptual-model specific level of informative data is730

needed to overcome this tendency to favour a simpler, but erroneous conceptual731

model (e.g., Schöniger et al. (2015a)).732

In this study, we have made the choice to infer for petrophysical prediction733

uncertainty, instead of accounting for its effects in the likelihood function. For734

linear theory, it is indeed possible to propagate the impact of (multi-Gaussian)735

petrophysical errors and add the corresponding covariance matrices to the data736

covariance matrix (Bosch (2004); Bosch et al. (2009); Bosch (2016); Chen &737

Dickens (2009)). This is not possible for non-linear theory, as the resulting738

impact of petrophysical uncertainty on the data leads to model-dependent non-739

Gaussian distributions. The corresponding problem formulation and ways to740

address this problem was recently discussed by Linde et al. (2017) in their Sec-741

tion 5.2. In the future, it would be interesting to compare these two approaches742

(i.e., inferring for petrophysical uncertainty (this study) or accounting for the743

effect of petrophysical uncertainty in the likelihood function).744

6. Conclusions745

We have demonstrated the importance of accounting for petrophysical pre-746

diction uncertainty in coupled hydrogeophysical inversion and highlighted the747

critical role played by its spatial correlation. As MCMC inversions are primar-748

ily performed to enable accurate uncertainty quantification, we suggest that749

petrophysical prediction uncertainty should be accounted for in future hydro-750

geophysical studies. In this work, we parameterize the petrophysical prediction751

uncertainty as a multi-Gaussian field that is inferred together with hydrogeo-752

logical target properties. To decrease model dimensionality, future work should753

also focus on developing computationally efficient and accurate approaches to754

account for this uncertainty in the likelihood function.755

Inferring petrophysical prediction uncertainty with MCMC leads to dramatic756

performance gains compared to previous work, in which it has been accounted757

for by Monte Carlo sampling. In our examples, we show that ignoring petro-758
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physical prediction uncertainty and (above all) its spatial correlation causes bias759

in the inferred variance of the hydrogeological properties, which implies overly760

variable fields. Accounting for this error source allows for consistent hydroge-761

ological estimates and widens the estimated posterior distributions. However,762

the geostatistical model describing petrophysical prediction uncertainty is only763

partially recoverable by the inversion. When performing Bayesian model selec-764

tion, accounting for petrophysical prediction uncertainty reduces overconfidence765

in the ability of geophysical data to discriminate between conceptual hydroge-766

ological models of the subsurface. When considering geophysical data alone,767

there is a risk that Bayesian hydrogeophysical model selection will favour a768

model parameterization that ignores petrophysical prediction uncertainty pro-769

vided that the resulting overly variable hydrogeological estimates can explain770

the geophysical data well. This highlights the importance of including con-771

straining prior information about petrophysical prediction uncertainty and the772

value of combining geophysical and hydrogeological data in the inversion.773
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